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We develop intercalation lemmas for the computations of the top-down tree trans- 
ducers defined by Rounds and Thatcher. These lemmas are used to prove necessary 
conditions for languages, all of whose strings are of exponential length, to be tree 
transducer languages. The language {ww: w ~ {a, b}*, [ w [ = 2 ~, n ~ 0}, which is 
generable by the composition of two transducers, is shown not to be generable by 
one. The proof technique applies to bottom-up transducers as well. The results are 
related to some subclasses of Woods' Augmented Transition Networks characterized 
elsewhere in terms of tree transducer languages. 
INTRODUCTION 
The top-down finite-state tree transducer (T -FST)  was defined by Rounds [16] 
as a generalization to trees of the generalized sequential mapping (gsm) for strings 
(Ginsburg [6]). I t  is a nondeterministic transducer, with finite control, which reads 
its input tree from root to frontier, generating output by relabeling, rearranging, 
deleting, and duplicating subtrees of the input. T -FST 's  are not closed under com- 
position [16, 18]. 
A set of trees is local if it is the set of derivation trees of a context-free grammar. 
Let D O be the class of local sets of trees, and for each n >~ 0, let D,, be the class of 
tree languages obtained by mapping D O under the composition of n T -FST 's .  Clearly 
D~ C Dn+l for all n >~ 0. That D o is properly contained in D 1 was shown by Thatcher 
[18] and that D 1 is properly contained in D 2 was shown by Ogden and Rounds [14]. 
Let the yield of a tree t be the string formed by concatenating the symbols labeling 
the leaves of t, preserving their left-to-right order. For any set of trees T, yield(T) 
is the set of yield(t), for all t in T, and for any set of sets of trees U, yield(U) is the 
set of yield(T) for all T in U. 
Baker [1] has shown that all languages in yield(D.) are context-sensitive, for all 
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n >/0. Rounds [17] has shown that S, the set of satisfiable formulas, is in yield(D1) 
and thus that the recognition problem for yield(D1) is NP-complete. 
Since yield(D0) is the set of all context-free languages, and {a2": n ~> 0} is in 
yield(D1) , yield(D0) is a proper subset of yield(D1). 
We show in this paper that the language L ~ = {ww: w ~ {a, b}% m ~- 2 n, n ~ 0} 
is in yield(D2) but not in yield(D1). 
The proof is an application of two intercalation lemmas for computations of 
T-FST's ,  of the flavor of Bar-Hillel's uvwxy lemma for context-free languages [2], 
Ogden's lemmas for stack automata [ 13], and Hayashi's for nested stack automata [ 10]. 
Woods [19] defined the Augmented Transition Network (ATN), a generalization 
of the Recursive Transition Network (RTN) studied by Conway [4] and Lomet 
[12]. The RTN is itself an extension of the Finite State Transition Network but 
where edges of the network may be labeled with state names, thus allowing recursive 
subroutine-like calls to the network. The RTN is weakly equivalent to the Pushdown 
Store Automaton. The ATN adds registers to the RTN and allows transitions to 
test and change register values. In its full power the ATN recognizes all recursively 
enumerable sets. 
In Perrault [15] we have shown the languages accepted by the Basic Augmented 
Transition Network (BATN), a restricted class of Woods' ATN, are exactly those 
of yield(D1). We have also defined a larger class, the Forgetting ATN(FATN), 
which recognizes ome languages of yield(D~). The language L 1 defined in Section 2 
is shown in [15] to be FATN-recognizable. In Section 7 we show it is in yield(D2) 
but not in yield(D1), hence not BATN-recognizable. 
Section 1 contains necessary definitions; Section 2 discusses elementary properties 
of exponential languages and outlines the proof that L ~ r yield(D1). Section 3 defines 
intercalation, and the intercalation lemmas are proved in Section 4. Sections 5 and 6 
discuss the nonbranching input lemma and the exponential growth lemma. Section 7 
extends the argument o show L 1 ~ yield(D1) , and Section 8 contains a summary 
and some conjectures. 
1. DEFINITIONS 
We will be concerned with sets of finite, rooted, trees labeled over a finite alphabet. 
Following Gorn [7] we define a Z-tree as a mapping from a tree domain to a ranked 
alphabet Z'. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A tree domain D is a subset of J*, the free monoid over the 
B 
positive integers J, such that (1) if p 6 D, P l ,  P2 6 J*, and p = Pl "Pz then Pt c D, 
and (2) i fp . i~D,  thenp- j~D for al l0 < j  ~ i .  For al lP l ,p2 ~D, we say that 
Pl is abovep~ if there is ap3 ~ J* such thatp2 = Pl "Pa 9 If  P1 is above p2 andpl v a P2, 
then Pl is strictly above P2. 
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DEFINITION 1.2. A ranked alphabet is a pair (E, p) where E is a set of symbols, 
and p is a subset of Z • N, where N is the set of nonnegative integers. Ef = {c e 27: 
p(c, i)) for i />  0. We refer to a ranked alphabet 27 when p is understood. Z is finite 
if p is finite, maxrank(Z) = max{i: X i =# ~).  
DEFINITION 1.3. A tree over a ranked alphabet Z (or E-tree) is a pair (t, Dr) 
where D, is a tree domain and t: D, ~ Z is a function such that if p ED,  and 
]{ i :p - i t  D,)]--~ n then t (p )~Zn.  We refer to a tree t when Dt is understood. 
I f  p ~ D, then t(p) is the label of the node of t whose address is p. Let Tz be the set 
of all trees over X. 
We will need to extend Tr by allowing certain other symbols to label leaves of 
Z-trees. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let (Z, p) be a ranked alphabet and/2 a set of symbols. Tz(s 
is the set of all trees on the extended ranked alphabet Z '  defined by: Z 0' = E o u $2, 
and Zi' = Ei for all i > 0. Clearly Tz(~)  = Tz .  
Certain operations on trees are needed. 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let (t, Dr) be a E-tree. 
1.5.t. For a l lp~D~,  t/p -~ {(q, a): (p  . q, a) is in t} is the subtree of t a tp .  
I f  t(p) =c  and t l~- t /1  .... , t~- t /n  are all the immediate subtrees of t, we write 
t = c(t 1 ... t,,), and say that rank(t) = n, and that top(t) = c. I f  tl is a subtree of t 
we write t 1 < t. 
1.5.2. For a l lp  ~ Dr,  t \p = {(q, a) 6 t: there is hOp1 in J+ such thatp  "Pl = q} 
s the part of t left when all nodes below p are detached, t\p is a tree when t(p) ~ Z o . 
1.5.3. For al lp e Dt ,  t \ \p  = {(q, a) ~ t: there is nop~ in J* such thatp  9 Pl = q) 
is the part of t left when all the nodes of t below p, and including p, are deleted. 
1.5.4. For all t, t l ~ Tz andp~D~,  t<p, t l )  -~ t \ \p  u {(p " q, a): (q, a) ~ t} is 
the result of substituting tl for the subtree of t at p. 
DEFINITION 1.6. The height of a E-tree t is the length of the longest path from 
the root of t to its frontier: height(t) = max{I p 1: p ~ Dr}. 
DEFINITION 1.7. The yield of t in Tz(l'2) is the string over Z u ~2 of symbols 
labeling the leaves of t, preserving their left-to-right order. Yield(t) = if rank(t) = 0 
then t(A), else if t = c(t 1 " .  tn) then yield(t1) . . . . .  yield(tn). We extend yield to 
a set operation: for any T C Tz(gE), yield(T) ~--- {yield(t): t ~ T}, and if V is a set 
of set of trees, yield(V) = {yield(T): T 6 V}. 
Notation. I f  s = a l (a l ( ' "  (an)"")) is a tree all of whose interior nodes have 
rank l,  we will write s as a string ala ~ ".. an.  
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DEFINITION 1.8. A top-down finite-state tree transducer (T -FST)M is a quintuple 
(Z, A, Q, p, qo) where 27 and /I are the (finite) input and output ranked alphabets, 
Q is a finite set of states, q0 E Q is the initial state, and P is a finite set of tree productions. 
To define P we introduce the sets X~ = (x t , .... xn} of variables, for all n ~ 0. 
A tree-production is of the form (q, C(Xl... xn)) --~ v where q e Q, c ~ 27n, Xl ..... xn ~ Xn ,  
and v ~ T ~(Q • Xn). For example, 
/ \  / \  
x i x z b b 
is a tree production, where ql, q2 ~ Q, c ~ X~, a, b ~ Aa, b ~ Ao, and xx, x2 ~ X~. 
A production is linear if no variable occurs on the right more than once. A production 
is nonerasing if every variable occurring on the left also occurs on the right. A T -FST  
M = (27, A, Q, P, q0) is linear (resp. nonerasing) if all productions of P are linear 
(resp. nonerasing). M is deterministic if no two productions have the same left-hand 
side. 
To apply M to a X-tree s, let (q, s) be the tree obtained by attaching the state q 
to the root of s. For trees t and u we write t ::> u if t has a subtree t' whose root is 
labeled (q, a) and whose immediate subtrees are t i,..., tn, q e Q, a~27n, and 
(q, a(x 1 ... xn) ) --~ v is a production of M, and u is obtained from t by replacing t' 
by u' where u' is the result of substituting ti for all occurrences of x~ in v, 1 ~ i ~< n. 
*~ is the reflexive, transitive closure of =>. For any tree s in Tz,  and any q E Q, 
M(q, s) ~ {t ~ T~: (q, s) *=> t}, that is the set of all trees derivable from s starting 
in state q and which contain no state symbols. Let M(s) = M(q o, s), M(q, T) = 
{M(q, s): s e T}, T C Ts,  and M(T)  ---- U,~r M(s). In general M is a partial function. 
In the remainder of this paper we will write (q, (a)n) for (q, a(x 1 "" xn)) in the 
left-hand side of productions, for all n ~> 0. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let Zo =={a,y}, 2J~ •{*}, Zlo ={0,  I ,a ;y},  LI 2 ={+,*} ,  9 = 
{d, i}, and P consists of the (numbered) productions 
0. (d, (*)2) -~ 
+ (*((d, xl)(i, x~)) *(i, xl)(d, x2))), 
1. (i, (*)~) ~ *((i, Xl)(i, x~)), 
2. (d, (y )o )~ 1, 
3. (i, (y)o) -~ y, 
4. (d, (a)0) --~ 0, 
5. (i, (a)0) ~ a. 
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Let M = (Z, A, Q, P, d). M is deterministic, nonlinear, and nonerasing. The following 
is a derivation of M starting in state d on the tree *(y a) in Tz: 
(d, *) ~ + 
y a * * 
/ \  ,,(\ 
(d, y) 0, a) , <d, a) 
{applying production 0) 
>/\ /*\ 
1 a y 0 
(productions 2, 5, 3, 4) 
Let t ~ M(s). To each node p in s and state q in Q there corresponds a (possibly 
empty) set of subtrees of t which are all elements of M(q, s/p), i.e., which are all 
images of the subtree sip under state q. This relation between input and output 
subtrees is crucial to our argument, and is captured in the notion of computation 
tree, previously used by Ogden and Rounds [14] and Baker [1]. For every computation 
of M from an input tree s to an output tree t we define a computation tree v, which 
has the same yield as t but whose interior is labeled with pairs (k, p) where k is the 
number of a production of P and p is the address of a node of s. 
DEFINITION 1.9. Let M = (2, A, Q, p, %) be a T -FST .  Let ~9 be an infinite 
ranked alphabet such that O o = A o and for all i > 0, Ok = {(k, p): p e J*, (q, (a)n) ~ v 
is the kth production of P, and I yield(v)l = i}. x Computation trees are elements of Te.  
For trees t and u we write t =>0 u if t has a subtree t' = tip whose root is labeled 
(q, a) and whose immediate subtrees are ti ..... tn, q e Q, a e Z'~, and (q, a(x i .." x,~)) --+ v 
is the kth production of M, and u is the result of replacing t' by u' in t where u' is 
obtained as follows: let yield(v) = z i' .." z,,~', z /e  A o k) Q • Xn  , 1 ~ i ~ m. 
Then u' = (k, p)(zt "" z,,) where for all 1 ~ i ~ m, zi = if z [  e A then z~', else 
if zi' = (qi, xj) then (q~, tj). As usual ~e is the reflexive, transitive closure of =>0. 
For any tree s e Tz,  and any q e Q, M(q, s) = {t ~ Te: (q, s> ~>~ t} is the set of all 
computation trees obtained by applying M to s starting in state q. Again M(q, T) = 
[.)~r M(q, s), M(s) = M(qo, s), and M(T)  = M(qo, T). 
There also exists a function OUTPUT from To to T,a which maps computation 
trees into their corresponding output tree by replacing each label (k, p) by the interior 
of the kth production. 
1 For every string w, I w I is the length of w. For every set T, [ T I is the cardinality of T. 
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Let te  T o . OUTPUT( t )  = t if rank(t) = 0, else if t = (k ,p ) ( t  t ... t,~), and the 
kth production of M is (q, (c)n) --~ v, and yield(u) = z 1 ... z,~, then OUTPUT( t )  = v 
but where zi has been replaced by OUTPUT(t~), for all 1 ~ i ~ m. 
A simple inductive argument shows that t' ~ M(q ,  s) iff there is a t ~ M(q ,  s) such that 
OUTPUT(t )  ----- t'. Also for all t ~ M(q ,  s), yield(t) : y ield(OUTPUT(t)) .  
EXAMPLE 1.2. Continuing Example 1.1, Fig. l(a) shows an input tree s, with 
the superscript at each node denoting the address of that node. a Figure l(b) is a 
computation tree t on s (in this case the only one), and Fig. l(c) is the output tree u 
obtained from t. 
XI/ ~12 
at21/Xx122 
(S,12 I) ! (~.,122) ! (4"121) 0 I3"i 22} x (5,120 ! (2'I122) I (%1 ~ I) (3,122) x ~ 
, /~ ,  / \  
i / X.~. / ~+ x a/Xx 
0 x a I 
FIGURE 1 
DEFINITION 1.10. Let t ~ M(s). If  t 1 is a subtree of t such that (k,p) is the label 
of the root of t 1 and if the kth production of P is (q, (e)n) --~ u for some q, c, n, u, 
then source(t1) = (q, s/p), and sourcetree(tl) = siP. t t is an image of sip under state q. 
2 For compactness and without ambiguity, we have omitted the periods in the addresses; 
121, for example, should read 1.2.1. 
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DEFINITION 1.11. A subset R of Tr is recognizable if it is the domain of a T -FST  
M = (27, A, Q,P,  qo). 
A local set of trees is the set of derivation trees in a phase-structure grammar, 
which is like a context-free grammar except hat the set of terminals and nonterminais 
need not be disjoint, and there may be several start symbols. 
DEFINITION 1.1 2. Given a ranked set 27, a local condition on Tz is an element b 
of Tz(27) such that height(b) ~ 2. Let B be a finite set of local conditions on "Ix. 
57-(B) is the least subset of Tx such that t ~ J ' (B )  if whenever t' ~- c(t: ." t~) is a 
subtree of t, and c i = top(t~) for all 1 ~< i ~ k, then c(q ... ck) G B. For all c ~ 27, 
3-(B, c) = {t ~ J - (B):  top(t) = c). Extend Y (B ,  c) to 3"(B, 27) where 27' _C 27 in 
the obvious way. We call 3-(B, 27') the local set defined by the local conditions B 
and the start symbols 27'. In the ease where 27o n (Ui>0 271) = ~,  B can be viewed 
as the set of productions of a context-free grammar. 3-(B) is the set of all derivation 
trees having any nonterminal at their root. 
Local subsets of Tx are recognizable. Thatcher [18] shows that every recognizable 
set is the image of a local set under a projection. 
DEFINITION 1.13. D O is the set of all local sets, and for all n /> 0, Dn+ 1 = 
{M(T): T e D,,,  M a T -FST}.  
Any two subtrees of a computation tree t ~ M(s) with the same source can be 
interchanged. 
LEMMA 1.1 (Interchange Principle). Let M ~ (27, A, Q, p, %) be a T-FST ,  
s G Tr ,  and t G M(s), and let t:,  t 2 be subtrees of t such that source(tl) = source(t2). 
I f  t' is the computation tree obtained by interchanging t 1 and t2 in t, then t' e M(s). 
2. EXPONENTIAL LANGUAGES 
We will use our intercalation lemmas to prove properties of exponential languages 
in yield(D:). 
DEFINIT:ON 2.1. L is an exponential language if there exists a constant K such 
that for all x eL  there is an integer n and I x ] = K n. We restrict ourselves to the 
case K ~ 2 but the results are general. 
The following languages L ~ and L t we will show in yield(D2) - -  yield(D1). 
DEFINITION 2.2. L ~ = (ww: w ~ {a, b}*, ] w [ = 2% n ~> 0}. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let L'(1) ~ {a, b), and L'(m + 1) = (waw, wbw: w GL'(m)} and 
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L(m -~ 1) = {wdw: u, eL ' (m)} for all m ~ 1. Let  L(n, m) = {Yx ""ye,:  y iecL (m) ,  
1 ~ i ~ 2 "} for all n /~ 1, m ~/ 1. F ina l lyL  ~ = U,>I.,,,>~L(n, m). 
Strings of L(m) are of length 2 m - -  1 and strings of L(n, m) are of length 2n+% 
First consider L z and L 3. 
DEFINITION 2.4. L ~ = {a'q m = 2 n, n ~ 0}.L z = {w: w E (a, b}*, [ w I = 2", n ~ 0}. 
L e can be generated from the set of all nonbranching trees on the symbol a using 
the productions P = ((q, (a)l) -+ a((q, xl)(q, xz) ), (q, (a)0) ~ a}. Each input tree 
of height n is mapped into a balanced binary tree of height n, and hence of yield 
length 2 ~-1. The  T -FST  is deterministic and nonlinear. L 3 can be generated from 
the same set of input trees by adding the production (q, (a)0) --~ b to P,  making the 
T -FST  nondeterminist ic on the leaves of the input tree. 
LEMMA 2.1. L ~ e yield(De). 
Proof. The first mapping generates the trees for L 3, and the second duplicates 
the output trees of the first. Q.E.D.  
A fundamental  property of all exponential languages in yield(D1) is that in any 
computat ion tree, subtrees with the same source have the same yield length. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let L = yield(M(R))  be an exponential language, M = ( I ,  A, Q, P, qo). 
Let s ~ R, t ~ M(s), t 1 , t 2 < t such that source(t1) = source(tz). Then ] yield(tl) [ = 
l yield(tz)]. 
Proof. Let  x = yield(t), x I = yield(tt) , x2 = yield(t2). There  are Y t ,Ye ,Y8  ~ A* 
such that x = ylxlyaxeya.  Let  n I = [ X 1 [, n 2 = [ x z 1, rt~ = [ YtYeY3 l, and [ x [ = 2% 
so that n 1 q- ne + nz = 2 m. By the interchange principle y~xlyexly ~and ylx2y~x2y3 
are in L so there are m I and m S such that 2n 1 + n 3 = 2 ~t and 2ne + n3 = 2 ~.  Hence 
n 1 - -  n 2 = 2-'.1 - -  2 '~ = 2 ~" - -  2~ so that m = m 1 = ms and n I = n e . Q.E.D.  
Assuming that L ~ is in yield(Dx) we get the following simple extension of Lemma 2.2. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let L ~ = yield(M(R)).  I f  s ~ R, t ~ M(s), t 1 , t e < t such that 
source( ta) = source( t~), then yield(t1) = yield( te). 
Proof. The proof is in three eases: let x = yield(t), xl  = yield(tl), x2 = yield(re). 
There  are Y l ,  Ye, Y3 ~ A0* such that x = YlxlyexeY3, and we have from Lemma 2.2 
that ] xl I = [ xe [, since L is exponential. Now assume x 1 :~ x~. Since x ~ L ~ there 
is a w such that x = ww. 
Case 1. Both x 1 and x e are substrings of the same w, say the second. Then  there 
is a w 1 ~ Ao* such that Yl = wwl .  But then wtx2yexly~ =/= w so WWlXeyexly 3 is not 
in L ~ which contradicts the interchange principle. 
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Case 2. One x~ is a substring of each w, say x 1 occurs in the first, xa in the second. 
Then there are z 1 and z 2 in A0* , Y2 =ZaZ2 and w =ylxaza =z2x2y  u. Then 
yax2zl =/= z2x2y z hence ylX2ZlZ2X2y3 is not in L ~ a contradiction. 
Case 3. One x~, say x 1 , is partly in the first w and partly in the second. Let 
X 1 = ZlZ2, and w = YlZl = z2y2x2y3. Let x~ = ray ~ where ] v 1 ] = ] z 1 ], [ v 2 ] = 
I z2 [. Since x 1 ~ x 2 , either v 1 @ z a or v 2 ~ z 2 . w = y lz l  ----- z2y2x2y 3 = z2y2va%y ~ .
Also y lz l  = z2Y2xay3 = z2y~zlz2y 3 by the interchange principle. Therefore v1 = z 1 
and v, ~ z2, which is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
By interchanging subtrees, it is therefore asy to show that L ~ could be generated 
by computation trees such that any two subtrees with the same source are in fact 
equal. Such computations we call uniform. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let M be a T -FST ,  R a local set, s e R, t e M(s), s~ < s. t is 
uniform in Sl if for all t l ,  t 2 < t such that source(t1) = source(t2) = (q, Sl) for some 
q ~ Q, then t a = t 2 . t is uniform if t is uniform in s. 
By moving the choice of productions into the input alphabet, one can show: 
LEMMA 2.4. Let L = yield(M(R)), M = (27, A, Q, P, qo), R a local subset of Tz ,  
such that every x in L has a uniform computation. There exist an alphabet 27, a local 
subset R' of Tz ' ,  and a deterministic T -FST  M'= (Z', A, Q, P', %) such that 
L : yield(M'(R')), and maxrank(2') : maxrank(Z). 
There are two crucial steps in the proof that L ~ • yield(D1). The nonbranching 
input lemma (Lemma 5.3) shows that every exponential language L in yield(D1) 
can be generated by a T -FST  M and a local set R of nonbranehing trees. The 
exponential growth lemma (Lemma 6.1) shows that M and R can also be chosen 
so that every string x in L of length 2 '~ can be generated from an input tree of height 
no greater than Kn where K depends only on M. Using these we may show: 
THEOREM 2.5. L ~ 6yield(D1). 
Proof. Suppose L ~ = yield(M(R)). By Lemma 2.4 and the exponential growth 
lemma (6.1) we can assume R is a set of nonbranching trees, M is deterministic, 
and every string x in L of length 2 n has a source tree of height no greater than Kn, 
where K depends on M. If Kz  = I Z' [, there are at most K~ n+z deterministic com- 
putations on input trees no longer than Kn, but 2 ~"-1 strings in L ~ of length 2 ~, which 
is a contradiction for sufficiently large n. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.6. yield(D1) ~ yield(D2). 
Corollary 2.6 has a slightly different proof using the following theorem of S. Skyum 
(communicated by J'. Engelfriet). 
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THEOREM 2.7 [Skyum]. Let T be the class of all T-FST 's ,  and D the class of all 
deterministic T-FST 's .  I f  L ~ yield(T(D~)) --  yield(D(D~)) then {w # w: w eL} E 
yield(D 9 T(D~)) -- yield(T(D~)), for all n ~ O, and languages L over an alphabet A 
which does not contain #.  
To show that {w # w: I w [ = 2 ~, zv E {a, b}*} is not in yield(D1) it is sufficient 
therefore to show that {w: [ w [ = 2 '~, w E {a, b}*} is not in yield(D(D0)), which can 
be done by an information-theoretic argument like that of Theorem 2.5, but still 
requires the nonbranching input and exponential growth lemmas. 
If  we were only interested in a proof of Corollary 2.6, via Theorem 2.5 or Theorem 
2.7, we could restrict ourselves to the deterministic versions of Lemmas 5.3 and 6.1. 
This would simplify the argument, especially in the case of 6.1. The proof that 
L 1 ~yield(D1) , however, requires the stronger (nondeterministic) versions of 5.3 
and 6.1, since Lemma 2.4 is not applicable. 
3. INTERCALATION SEGMENTS AND BAKER'S CONDITION 
The proof of the exponential growth lemma is based on two intercalation lemmas. 
Each gives sufficient conditions on tree transducer computations which ensure the 
existence of larger (and shorter) computations. 
Bar-Hillel [2] showed that, given any context-free grammar G, and any sufficiently 
large derivation tree s in G, then some nonterminal of G must appear at least twice 
on a path in s, say at nodes Pl and p~, where Pl is strictly above P2. Thus if a copy 
of sip1 is substituted for sips, the resulting derivation tree s' = s(p2,  s/pl~ contains 
more nodes than s. I f  there is a branching node in s betweenpl andp2 then [ yield(s')] > 
[ yield(s)l. We call s' the result of a context-free intercalation in s at (P l ,  P~). Con- 
versely, s/p~ can be substituted for sip x , so that the resulting tree s" ~- s (p l ,  sip2) 
contains fewer nodes than s. We call s" the result of a context-free xcision in s at 
(Pl, P~). 
We now extend these notions to T -FST  computations. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let M = ( I ,  A, Q, P, qo) be a T -FST ,  R a local subset of T.r., 
s c R, t E M(s). For all p E D~, q E Q, SC(s, t, p, q), the state-count of s/p under q 
in t is the number of images of sip under q in t. For any nodes Px and p~ in D~, where 
PI is strictly above p~, (P l ,  P2) is an intercalation segment in s with respect o t if the 
following are satisfied: 
(1) Pl and P2 have the same labels, i.e., s(pl) = s(p2) ,
(2) for all q E Q, there are at least as many images of sip 2 under q as there are 
of sip 1 under q, i.e., SC(s, t, P l ,  q) ~ SC(s, t, P2, q) for all q ~ Q, and 
(3) for all q E Q, if SC(s, t, P2, q) > 0 then SC(s, t, P l ,  q) > 0. 
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Since R is local, condition (1) ensures that the tree obtained by replicating the 
segment of s between Pl and P2 is in R. Let s I be such a tree. Condition (3) ensures 
that substituting simultaneously images of s/px under q for those of sip 2 under q 
generates computation trees derivable from s x . Condition (2) ensures that as long 
as only those images of s/p~ under q of longest yield are used in the substitution 
process, the yield of the resulting computation trees need be no shorter than yield(t). 
As in the Bar-Hillel case, the intercalation segment can also be excised, and the 
resulting yield need be no longer than yield(t). Also, intercalation can be repeated 
arbitrarily often. 
In order for the resulting trees to be computation trees, the address half of their 
labels must be adjusted in the substitution process. The /, and v functions will 
"adjust" addresses in the intercalation and excision cases, respectively. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let #: To • J+ --~ Te be such that/z(t, p) = if I D~ I = 1 then 
t else if t = (k,p~)(t x ... t~) then (k ,p  .px)(tz(tt ,p ) . . .  l~(tn ,p)). Similarly v: T~ • 
J+ --* To such that v(t, p) = if ] Dt I ~- 1 then t, else if t = (k, p -  pl)(tl "-- t~) 
then (k, pl)(v(tl , p) ."  v(tn , p)), else undefined. 
We can now define I(s, t, P l ,  P~, n), the set of all pairs (s', t') obtained by performing 
n - -  1 intercalations at (P l ,  P2) in s with respect to t, if n >/ 1, or an excision at 
(h ,Pz )  if n = 0. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let (Pt ,  P~.) be an intercalation segment in s with respect o t, 
and let p ~ J+ be such that p~ = Pt "P. 
For all n /> 1, I(s, t, P l ,  Pz ,  n), the n-fold intercalation set of (P l ,  P~) in s with 
respect to t is defined inductively. 
1.1. I(s, t, px ,p=,  1) = {(s, t)}. 
1.2. I(s, t, P t ,  Pa, 2) is the set of all pairs (s', t') such that 
1.2.1. s' is the result of a context-free intercalation between Pl and p= in s, 
i.e., s' = s(p~,  s/p1), 
1.2.2. t' is a computation tree obtained from t by simultaneously substituting 
for all q ~ Q, and u .< t such that source(u) ----- (q, s/pz) a subtree u' satisfying the 
following: 
1.2.2.1. u' = i~(v, p), 
1.2.2.2. v < t and source(v) = (q, S/pl), 
1.2.2.3. for all v' < t, ifsource(v') = (q, s/p1) then I yield(v')T • I yield(v)l. 
1.3. l(s, t, Pl , Pz , n + 1) = U~s~.t)~1<,.,.~l.~.~ ~ I(s  , t~ , p~, p~ , 2), for all n ~> 2. 
2. Similarly, I(s, t, P l ,  P~, 0), the exciffon set of (P l ,  P2) in s with respect 
to t is the set of all pairs (s', t') such that 
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2.1. s' is the result of a context-free xcision between Pl and pa in s, i.e., 
s' = s(px , s/pz), 
2.2. t' is a computation tree obtained from t by simultaneously substituting 
for all q e Q and v ~ t such that source(v) ~ (q, s/p1) a subtree v' satisfying the 
following: 
2.2.1. 
2.2.2. 
2.2.3. 
[ yield(u)l. 
v' --- ~(u, p),  
u < t and source(u) = (q, side), 
for all u' < t such that source(u') -~ (q, s/pz) then ] yield(u')] 
EXAMPLE 3.1. In Fig. 1, (1, 1.2) is an intercalation segment in s with respect 
to t, since s(1) ~ s(1.2) ~ *. There are two images of s/1.2 under 1, and one each 
of s[1.2 under 0, s/1 under 1, s/1 under O. (s', t') ~ I(s, t, p l ,p2 ,2 )  of Fig. 2 is the 
result of substituting t/1 for t/1.4, and t/3 for t/1.2 and t/3.2. 
• /~,~... 
X121 ~122 
a, 2/2, ~x1222 
~ i  'A) 
co 11 ~ ( 2 i 2 1  
"i ,? 5'i2' 372 T' 3,? ,!5,, 5, !2 
FIGURE 2 
Lemma 3.1, which follows from Definitions 3.1 and 3.3 shows that intercalation 
behaves as expected. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let R be a local subset of Tz  , M : (~, A, Q, P, qo) a T-FST .  Let 
s ~ R, t E M(s), and (P l ,  P2) an intercalation segment in s with respect to t. 
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1. For all n >/0 ,  I(s, t, Pt ,  P~, n) @ ~.  
2. For all (s~ , t~) E I(s, t, Pl , P2 , n), n ~ O, then s~ ~ R and t,~ ~ M-(s,~). Also 0 
n = 0 then l yield(t,)[ <~ [yield(t)l, and i f  n >~ 2 then [yield(t,)l >/ ly ie ld(t) l .  
Proof. By induction directly from Definitions 3.1-3.3. 
The only interesting intercalation segments are those which guarantee a strict 
increase (decrease) in yield length on intercalation (excision). 
DEFINITION 3.4. An intercalation segment (Pa ,P2) in s with respect to t is 
productive if some image in t of a node between PI and p~, excluding P2, has rank 
greater than zero. Otherwise the intercalation segment is nonproductive. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let R be a local subset of Tr  , M = ( l ,  A, Q, P, %) a T-FST ,  s t ~ R, 
t 1 6 ~r(Sl) , and (Pl, P2) a productive intercalation segment in s t with respect to t t . 
Let (So, to) ~ I(s 1 , tl , Pl , P~ , O) and for all n >/ 1, (s,, , t,~) E l (s ,_ l  , t,,_l , Pl , Pz , 2). 
Then ] yield(t~)[ < l yield(t,+x)[ for all n >/O. 
Proof. By induction on n, using Lemma 3.1, and Definitions 3.1-3.4. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Two intercalation segments (Pl ,Pa) and (r l ,  r~) in s with 
respect o t are independent if Pl and r 1 are distinct and neither dominates the other, 
i.e., there is no p E J+ such that Pa = rl "P or r 1 = Pl "P. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let R be a local subset of T~ and M a T-FST .  Let s ~ R, t ~ M(s), 
and (Pl , P2), (r l ,  r2) be independent intercalation segments in s with respect to t. Let 
(s, , t ,)  ~ I(s, t, Pl , P2 , n) for some n ~ O. 
1. (rl , r2) is an intercalation segment in s~ with respect to t n . 
2. (rl , r2) is productive in s,  with respect o t~ iff it is productive in s with respect o t. 
Proof. By induction, since intercalating at (Pl ,  Pz) will not change the images 
of (rt,  r2). 
In the intercalation lemmas we give sufficient conditions for the existence of 
intercalation segments in computation trees. Application of these lemmas requires 
the segments found to be productive. This can be guaranteed by considering only 
computations such that every interior node of the input tree has an image in the 
computation tree which branches. The existence of such a computation for every 
string in the yield language is a trivial consequence of Baker [1, Lemma 2.2.10]. 
DEI~INITION 3.6. Let M be a T -FST  and R a local set. For all s ~ R, t ~ M(s), 
s and t satisfy Baker's condition if for all p e D~ such that p is not a leaf of s, then 
there is an image of sip in t which has rank greater than zero. We say that M and R 
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satisfy Baker's condition if for all x e yield(M(R)) there exist s ~ R and t ~ M(s) 
satisfying Baker's condition, and x = yield(t). 
LEMMA 3.4. For all L ~ yield(Da) there are a local set R and a T-FST  M such 
that L = yield(M(R)) and M and R satisfy Baker's condition. 
Proof. From Baker [1] it follows that a T -FST  M and a recognizable set R exist 
such that L z yield(M(R)). Rounds [16] shows that R can be taken to be local. 
Q.E.D. 
In the case of exponential languages, intercalation can always be done so as to 
preserve Baker's condition and/or uniformity. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let R be a local set, and M a T-FST ,  such that L ~ yield(M(R)) 
is exponential. Let s ~ R, t E M(s), y ie ld ( t )= x, (Pl ,P~) an intercalation segment 
in s with respect to t. 
1. I f  s and t satisfy Baker's condition then (P l ,  P2) is productive and there exists 
(s', t') ~ I(s, t, Pl , P2 , 2) such that s' and t' satisfy Baker's condition. 
2. I f  t is uniform in some s x = sip and (Pl , P2) is in s 1 and (s', t') ~ I(s, t, Pl , P2 , 2) 
then t' is uniform in s'/p. 
Proof. 1. Since L is exponential, all images of sip 1 under some state q have the 
same yield length, and so at least one copy of each can be preserved as an image 
of s'/p~ in t'. Hence any branching node in t has a corresponding branching node 
in t'. 
2. From the definition of uniformity. Q.E.D. 
In general it is not true that excision can be done so as to preserve Baker's condition. 
Consider the following M and R which generate LZ: 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let R -~ (ba*)*b, and M = (27, A, Q, P, 0) where Z' o ---- (b}, 
271 ---- {a, b}, A o = {a, b}, A 1 ~- A s ---- {a}, Q = {0, 1}, and P contains the following 
productions: 
0. (0, (a)l) --~ a((O, xl) ), 
1. (1, (a)l) ~ a((O, xO(O, xl) ), 
2. (0, (b)l) --~ a((O, xl)(O, xl) ), 
3. (1, (a)O -~ a((1, xl) ), 
4. (0, (b)l) ~ a((1, Xl)), 
5. (1, (b)o) -,- a, 
6. (0, (b)0) --~ a, 
7. (1, (b)0) --~ b, 
8. (o, (b)o) ~ b. 
57I / I3 /3 -z  
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M maps all trees with n q- 1 occurrences of b to trees of yield length 2'k Note that 
all odd-numbered productions have state 0 to the left, and all even-numbered 
productions have state 1. Consider the computation of Fig. 3, where the nodes of t 
show only the production umber, the address of origin being implicit in the level. 
s and t satisfy Baker's condition. (Pl ,Pz) is a productive intercalation segment. 
Excising once yields, among others, the computation of Fig. 4, where (r 1 , r~) is an 
intercalation segment, but it is not productive. No computation tree obtained by 
excising (Pl ,  P~) satisfies Baker's condition. 
This difficulty vanishes with uniformity of t. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let R be a local set and M a T-FST.  Let s ~ R, t E M(s) satisfy Baker's 
condition, and t be uniform. Let s 1 = s/p, (Pa, P2) an intercalation segment in s 1 with 
respect to t. Then for all (s', t') ~ I(s, t, Px,  P~, 0), s' and t' satisfy Baker's condition 
and t' is uniform in s'/p. 
To prove the exponential growth lemma we would like to show that every string x 
of length 2 n has a computation tree in which at most n productive xcisions can 
be performed, each excising at most K nodes from the input tree. If x has a uniform 
computation, this will follow directly from Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 4.2. However 
not all strings do. More about this problem in Section 6. 
PI: 
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b 
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4. THE INTERCALATION LEMMAS 
m 
Let R be a local set and M = (27, A, Q, P, q0) a T -FST .  Let s 6 R and t ~ M(s) 
satisfy Baker's condition. We wish to find sufficient conditions on s and t such that 
for some P l ,  P2 ~ D~, (Pl ,  P~) is an intercalation segment. By Baker's condition, 
any such segment will be productive. 
We prove the following two intercalation lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let R be a local subset of Tz ,  and M = (27, A, Q, P, qo) a T-FST  
satisfying Baker's condition. There exists a constant B o such that for all s e R, t e M(s) 
also satisfying Baker's condition, any path Pl ..... Pt in s such that Pl is the root of s, 
and l >/B  o , contains a productive intercalation segment in s with respect o t. 
If we require t to be uniform in some sufficiently large subtree s1 of s then we can 
find an intercalation segment in s I rather than at the top of s. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let R be a local subset of Tx,  and M = (Z, A, Q, P, qo) a T-FST ,  
satisfying Baker's condition. There exists a constant B such that for all s ~ R, t ~ M(s), 
s 1 < s, t uniform in sl, any path Pl ,..., Pe in sl, where E >/B,  contains a productive 
intercalation segment in s with respect o t. 
The heart of both proofs is the combinatorial lemma 4.3. Let f ( i )  be any (total) 
v | N n recursive function, and n ~ 1. A sequence { i}i=1 of vectors in is f-bounded if 
the sum of the components of v i is bounded by f( i) .  For any two vectors v i and v~, 
v i ~ v~ if each component of vi is no greater than the corresponding component of vj .  
LEMMA 4.3. Let n ~ 1, and let f ( i )  be a (total) reeursive function. There exists 
a recursive function y(k) such that any f-bounded sequence of ~,(k) vectors in N ~ contains 
a nondecreasing subsequence of length k. 
Proof. 3 Assume, without loss of generality, that f is nondecreasing. Define the 
function r n) as an upper bound on the length of sequences of vectors in N n 
necessary to guarantee the existence of a nondecreasing subsequence of length k. 
Let (a) ~b(1, 1) = 1, (b) r + 1, 1) = r 1) + k .f(t~(k, 1)) + 1, and (c) r n + 1) = 
~(~b(k, 1), n). Now let y(k) = ~b(k, n). 
For (b), note that since f is nondecreasing, then within any k .f(r 1 ) )+ 1 
vectors of one element, either one higher than f(~(k, 1)) occurs, or one lower is 
repeated at least k -~-- 1 times. 
For (c), any sequence of r162 1), n) vectors of n elements has a subsequence 
of ~b(k, 1) vectors nondecreasing in the first n elements. This subsequence has a 
subsequence of length k nondecreasing in the (n + 1)st element. Q.E.D. 
3 This proof was kindly suggested by the referee. An alternative proof may be constructed 
along the lines of Karp and Miller's [1 l, Theorem 4.1]. 
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DEFINITION 4.1. For any T -FST  M = (X, A, Q, P,  q0), let K o = I Q l, Ks  = 
] 2: ], Kp ~ I P ], and K b the maximum yield length of right-hand sides of productions 
in P. 
Proof  of  Lemma 4.1. Let s ~ R, and t ~ M(s)  satisfy Baker's condition, and let 
Pl ..... Pt be a path in s, where Pl is the root of s. For each I ~ i ~ f, and for each 
1 4 j ~= Ko, let vi. j = SC(s, t, p i ,  qj), the number of images of s/p i under state 
qj in t. For each 1 ~ i ~ d, let v i = (v ia ..... vi.~cQ). Let f ( i )  = Ko i. f is recursive 
and {vi}~=I is f -bounded. Therefore if d ~ ),(k) then {v~}~= 1 contains a nondecreasing 
23 k subsequence { i) j=~, for any k ~ 0. This ensures that there are in t at least as many 
images of s/pi +~ under q as there are of s /p i , ,  for all 1 ~ m ~ k - -  1, and q~ Q. 
To find an intercalation segment we must ensure two further conditions: first 
that the symbols labeling the nodes of origin are the same, and the second, that 
every state which occurs at the lower level occurs at the upper. It is sufficient to 
find a sequence of Kz  ~- 1 nondecreasing vectors to deal with the first requirement. 
Since there are K o components in the vectors, any sequence of more than K o + 1 
nondecreasing vectors contains two consecutive vectors uch that no component is zero 
in the first and positive in the second. Thus we chose B 0 = ),((Ks + 1)(Ko + 2)). 
Q.E.D. 
The proof of Lemma 4.1 fails if we try to find a constant K such that an intercala- 
tion segment is guaranteed in any K levels of a computation, because the bounding 
function f is no longer independent of the location of the K levels being considered. 
On the other hand, if t is uniform in some subtree s x of s, then to find an intercalation 
segment in s 1 with respect o t it is sufficient o simultaneously find an intercalation 
segment in s 1 with respect o each subtree t~ of t which is an image of s 1 under qi ,  
and there are at most K o nonequal such ti 9 Therefore let Pl  .... , Pe be a path in s 1 , 
and for each 1 ~ k ~ Ko ,  let t~ be a subtree of t such that source(tk) z (qk, sl). 
There may be several such t k but by the uniformity condition, they are all equal. 
v t For some k, t k may not exist. Define a sequence { i}~=a of vectors of Ko ~ elements 
r i ~ i i r i i = SC(sl tk ,P i  qJ), such that v~ = ( 1.1, rl.2 ,..., r l .Ko , r2. ~ ,..., xo.Ko) where rk. j , , 
the number of subtrees of t~ which are images of s/pi under q~. If t~ is not defined, 
the corresponding ~ ' re.js are zero. f ( i )  = Kb i 9 K o is a recursive bounding function 
for the sequence. As in the proof of Lemma 4.1, take B = 7( (Ks  + 1)(Ko ~ + 2)). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.2. Q.E.D. 
5. THE NONBRANCHING INPUT LEMMA 
We now have the tools to show that exponential languages in yield(D1) can be 
generated from nonbranching source trees. The crucial part of the proof is the 
following observation. 
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LEMMA 5.1. Let L be an exponential language, L = yield(M(R)). I f  s ~ R and 
t ~ ~_(s) then there are no independent productive intercalation segments in s with respect 
tot. 
Proof. I f  two such segments existed, we could intercalate at one, or at the other, 
or at both, each time getting a strict length increase. An argument similar to that 
of Lemma 2.2 shows this to be impossible. Q.E.D. 
Therefore in exponential languages, all productive intercalation segments must 
occur along the same path in the source tree. This path we call the productive path 
of the computation. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let R be a local subset of Tz ,  M a T -FST ,  L ----- yield(M(R)) 
an exponential language, s ~ R, and t ~ ~t(s). For any subtree s' = s/p, the productive 
path of s', denoted PP(s') is defined by: PP(s') = if rank(s') = 0 then (p, s(p)), 
else if s' ~- c(s 1 ." sk) and si contains a node in a productive segment 
of s then (p, c)" PP(s,), 
else (p, c) 9 PP(St). 
By Lemma 5.1 PP is well defined. 
To show that exponential languages can be generated from nonbranching input 
trees, we would like to "absorb" into the T -FST  productions the output generated 
from subtrees of the input which do not contain any productive intercalation segments. 
This requires that only a finite number of strings can be generated nonproductively, 
and from a finite number of input subtrees. We use the intercalation lemmas to 
show the existence of an upper bound on yield length of the output from such 
subtrees. A theorem of Rounds [16] shows that for any string x and q ~ Q, the set 
of all input subtrees  such that xE yield(M(q, s)) is recognizable, hence has a decidable 
emptiness problem. This in turn yields a constant upper bound on the height of 
the input subtrees necessary to generate the strings without productive intercalation 
segments, thus guaranteeing the effectiveness of the construction of a local subset 
of trees on a nonbranching aIphabet, and a new T-FST preserving the exponential 
language. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let R be a local subset of Tz , and M -~ (,U, A, Q, P, qo) a T-FST  
satisfying Baker's condition. There eox4sts a constant K 1 such that for all s ~ R, t ~ M(s), 
s t : s/p, if s 1 does not contain a productive intercalation segment with respect o t then 
there exist st' and s' such that height(st') ~ K1,  s' : s(p, sl' ) E R, and yield(t) e 
yield(M(s')). 
Proof. Let B 0 be the constant of Lemma 4.1. I f  x eL ,  and ] x [ >/K~o then there 
exist s ~ R, t ~ .~r(s), yield(t) = x, such that s and t satisfy Baker's condition and s 
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contains a productive intercalation segment (Pa ,P2) with respect to t. Consider 
s 1 = sip where p is not on the productive path of s. Let r 1 be a node of t such that 
t a = t/r 1 is an image of s x under some state q. Let s' and t' be constructed from s 
and t by making t uniform in s 1 . By definition, s' = s. Since (Pl ,  P2) is productive 
in s with respect o t, and since p is not on the productive path of s, then (Pl ,  P2) 
is productive in s' with respect o t'. Therefore s1' = s'/p has no productive intercala- 
tion segment with respect to t', by Lemma 5.1. Let t l '=  t'/r 1 . I yield(tx')[ = 
I yield(tl) I. Construct s" and t" from s' and t' by (arbitrarily) deleting nonproductive 
intercalation segments in s'/p with respect o t' until no more can be deleted. Let 
t I = t"/r 1 . I yield(t~)[ = [ yield(tl')L. By the intercalation lemma for uniform com- 
putations, height(t~) ~ B, where B is the constant of Lemma 4.2, independently 
of the sequence of excisions. Therefore [yield(t~')[ ~ Kb n, so that [ yield(t1) [ ~ Kb B. 
Let K 2 = K~ aax~B'B0). If t 1 < t and ] yield(q)] ~/s  then s I = sourcetree(tl) 
has a productive intercalation segment in t. 
Rounds [16] has shown that for all x~A+,  c~Z,  q~Q,  and BR, a set of local 
conditions on Tr ,  {s ~ 3 - (BR,  c): x ~ yield(M(q, s))} is recognizable. Let Y = 
Ue<x 2A0 e. Therefore, for all 1 ~ i x ~ i 2 ~ "" ~ ik ~ Ko ,  if Y~. _C y and qi, ~ Q, 
1 ~ j ~ k, then {s E J ' (BR ,  c): Yi~ _C yield(M(q;~, s)), for all 1 ~ j  ~ k} is recog- 
nizable, since recognizable sets are closed under intersection. Since the emptiness 
problem for recognizable sets is effectively solvable, there exists a recursive function 
f :  ~(Y)/~Q • ~'--+ N, 4 such that for all subsets Y1 .... , Yxo  of Y and c~27, if 
f (Y1  ..... Yxo , c) = n then there exists an s 1' ~ J ' (BR,  c) such that Yi C yield(M(qi, s')), 
for all 1 ~ i ~ Ka ,  and height (si') ~ n. Take K 1 = max{f(Y  1 ..... Yxq,C) :  
y~._C y, c ~ 2~). Q.E.D. 
If M and R generate an exponential language we can now construct M '  and R' 
such that yield(M(R)) = yield(M'(R')) and where the trees of R' are nonbranching. 
R' will be essentially the set of all productive paths of R and M'  will put out directly 
the possible images of subtrees without productive intercalation segments. Since 
there are only a finite number of these, the construction is effective. 
In order for M '  to generate the right images of subtrees of Z-trees which have 
no productive segments, we encode these subtrees in 2Y-symbols. Thus the symbols 
of 27' are Z-trees of height less than K 1 of Lemma 5.2. In effect M '  has Kl-level 
"look-ahead" in terms of S-trees. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let R : J - (BR , U) be a local set of Tr  , and M = (2~, A, Q, P, qo) 
be a T-FST  satisfying Baker's condition, and such that y ie ld(M(R))  = L, where L 
is an exponential language. There exist a finite ranked alphabet Z' ,  a local subset R '  
of  Tz , ,  and a T-FST  M'  = (27', A, Q, P' ,  %) such that M '  and R'  satisfy Baker's 
condition, y ie ld(M(R))  = yield(M'(R')) ,  and maxrank(27') = 1. 
4 ~(X) is the power set of X. 
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Proof. Let K 1 be the constant of Lemma 5.2. For each tree s ~ J-(BR) such that 
height(s) ~ K1, and for each state q ~ Q, define 
lM(q ,s )  i f shasnoproduct ive in terca la t ionsegment  
NP(q, s) = with respect o any t ~ M(q, s), 
otherwise. 
The symbols of 22' are defined by 270' = 270, and 271' = {c(sl "'" s~): there exists 
1 <<. i <~ k, st = x l ,  C(Cl"" ek) ~B~,  for all 1 ~<j ~< k, i vaj,  s j~3"(BR,  cj), and 
height(sj) ~ KI}. R' = 3"(BR, , U') where BR. = {h(hl): h = c(sl "" sk), there 
exists an i such that 1 ~ i~k ,  s i=x l ,  c j=top(s~),  1 ~<j~k,  i :# j ,  c' = 
top(hi) , and C(Cl " ' "  c i _ l c tC i+ l  " ' "  C~) ~ BR}, and U' = {h: top(h) e U}. Finally M '  = 
(22', A, Q, P ' ,  q0) where P '  contains, for all q, c ~ 270, and u ~ T,a, all productions 
of P of the form (q, (c)0) --~ u, and all productions (q, (h)l) --+ t satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(i) C(Cl "'" ck) ~ Ba , 
(ii) h =c(s  l ' ' ' sk ) ,ands  i=x l , fo rsomel  ~ i~k ,  
(iii) (q(c)k) --~ u is a production of P, 
(iv) for all j < k, j ~ i, sj s 3"(BR, ej), and NP(q,~, sj) =# ~ for all q~ E Q 
such that (qm, x~) occurs in u, 
(v) t is obtained by substituting elements of NP(q~, s~) for all occurrences 
of (q~, xj) in u, and by replacing all occurrences of (q~, x,) by (qm, xi), for all q~ ~ Q. 
Let ~r: Tr. -*  Tz be a projection which maps Z'-symbols into their top Z-symbols: 
for all s' ~ Tr ' ,  rr(s') ----- if s' ~ 27 o' then s', else if s' = h(s 1' ... s~') and h = c(s x ... s~), 
and s i = x l ,  then c(Ir(si')). 
Let 0: J*  • 27 ~ 27 be the projection O(p, a) = a. Extend 0 to a homomorphism 
from (J* • 27)* to 27*. 
We now show that yield(M(R)) = yield(M'(R')). 
1. For all s e R there is an s' e R' such that yield(M(s)) _C yield(M'(s')). 
The proof is by induction on subtrees u of s and the inductive hypothesis is: 
Let t E _~r(s). For all q e Q, p ~ D~, u = s/p, if (p, s(p)) occurs along PP(s) 
then there is an s' ~o~'(BR, )  7r(s ' )= 0(PP(u)), such that for all tt < t, q ~ Q, 
source(t) = (q, u), then there exists a t~' ~ _~'(q, s') such that yield(t~') ~ yield(t~). 
The desired result follows by taking u = s, and quantifying over all t ~ 21/~(s). The 
details of the induction may be found in [15]. Conversely: 
2. For all s '~ R' there is an s ~ R such that yield(M'(s'))_C yield(M(s)). Let 
s' ~ R' and t' ~ M-'(s'). It is sufficient o prove the following statement by induction 
on ~.  
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For all u' < s' there exists a u ~ 3"(BR) such that for all t 1' < t' for which 
source(t1' ) ~ (q, u') there exists a t' ~ M(q, u) such that yield(t1) = yield(ta' ). Again, 
details are omitted. 
M' and R' satisfy Baker's conditions ince for any tree s ~ R, the corresponding 
tree s' E R' is of the same height. Q.E.D. 
By a simple modification to M, we can also require that no d 0 symbols be introduced 
by the application of productions to nonterminal symbols of input trees. This can 
be done by having M "remember" A o symbols, read down the rest of the input, 
and put out the "remembered" symbol when reading the leaf symbol of the input. 
Thus all leaves of computation trees are the same distance from the root. More 
formally: 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let L ~ yieM(Dx) be exponential. There exist a ranked alphabet Z, 
a local subset R of Tz ,  a T-FST  M -~ (27, A, Q, P, qo), such that L -~ yield(M(R)), 
M and R satisfy Baker's condition, maxrank(27) = 1, and if  (q, (c),) -+ u is a production 
of P, and n > O, then no leaf of u is labeled in A o . 
6. THE EXPONENTIAL GROWTH LEMMA 
We can now show that exponential languages have nonbranching source t, ees 
whose height is no more than logarithmic in the length of the output strings. 
Throughout this section, we assume that L = yield(M(R)) is an exponential 
language, where M, R, and the input alphabet 27 satisfy Corollary 5.4. 
LEMMA 6.1. There exists a constant K~ such that for all x eL, I x ] ----- 2% there 
is an s ~ R, x ~ yield(M(s)), and height(s) ~ K4n. 
I f  every string in L has a uniform computation, then Lemma 6.1 follows im- 
mediately from Lemmas 3.4 and 3.6 since excision can preserve uniformity and 
Baker's condition. Thus at most n productive xcisions can be made in a computation 
tree for an x of length 2% Clearly K 4 can be taken equal to Bo, the constant of the 
intercalation lemma for uniform computations. This and the information-theoretic 
argument Outlined earlier are sufficient o show that L ~ is not in yield(D1). The more 
general results of this section will be used to prove that L x 6 yield(D1). 
Not every x in an exponential language can be obtained via a uniform computation. 
For example, given M and R of Example 3.2, the only strings which have uniform 
computations are those of the form a 2" or b z" for n >/ 1. 
Consider tree t of Fig. 3. The kth node of s labeled b (starting at the root) has 
2 ~-x images in t and each image of the kth b-node contains two images of the (k -+- 1)st. 
Roughly, it can be shown that if pl and pz are nodes of a source tree s, and t E ~(s), 
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and if there are, say, twice as many images of sip 2 in t as there are images of s/pa, 
then there are no more than Ks images of s/p~ in any image of sip I , where K s is a 
constant depending only on 3/. Thus the growth in the width of t is "evenly 
distributed" across t. There need not be exactly twice as many images of sips,  as 
long as the ratio is bounded. More formally, let SC(s, t, p) be the total number of 
images of sip in t. We will show: 
LEMMA 6.2. Let  s ~ R and t ~ M(s).  There is a constant K s such that i f  p 1 , p~ ~ D 8 
are such that 
2/Kb ~ SC(s, t, p~)/SC(s, t, Pl) ~ 2Kb 
then the maximum number of images of s/pz in any image of sip 1 is K 3 . 
But in Fig. 3, despite the even growth in the width of t, height(s) = [yield(t)[, 
because the a's in the input can "delay" the branching in 2 ~ different ways between 
the kth b and the (k + 1)st in the input tree. We will show that such diversity is 
unnecessary, i.e., that for all x e yield(M(R)), there are s e R and t e/~(s), x---  
yield(t), such that if Pl ,P~ e D~, t l ,  t 2 < t, source(t1) = source(t2) = (q, s/p1) 
and if the string of states labeling images of s/p2 in t x is the same as that labeling 
images of sip 2 in t 2 then t 1 and t 2 are equal, at least above images of sip 2 . Computation 
trees satisfying these conditions we will call homogeneous, and we will show that 
every string x in L has a homogeneous computation, which also satisfies Baker's 
condition. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Let M and R be as in Example 3.2. Let s = bbab and t be as in 
Fig. 5. Notice that the state associated with even-numbered productions is 0, and 
with odd-numbered productions is 1. We would make the computation uniform 
by substituting the subtree with root 4 for that with root 2 but this would change 
the yield. Consider the two circled parts of t. In both cases the state at the top is 0 
and the string of states across the bottom is 0.0. The interchange principle guarantees 
that the tree t' of Fig. 6 is in ~r(s). t' is an example of a homogeneous computation. 
Now we define homogeneous computations. First we need the concept of the 
interior of a tree. 
FIGURE ,5 
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o/\,, / \o  
I I I I 
6 0 8 6 
I 1 1 I 
~ a b a 
FIGURE 6 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let s e R, t e M(s), Px, P2 e D.~ , Px --/= P.z , s/p2 < s/pl < s, 
and let r be a node of t such that the sourcetree of t/r is sip 1 . Let r~ ,..., r~ be an 
enumeration of the nodes of t such that for all 1 ~ i ~ k, the sourcetree of ri is 
s/pz, and t/r~ < t/r. II(s, t, px, P2, r), the inclusive interior of t between images of 
sip 1 and sip2 under r is (t\rl\r~\...\r~)/r. EI(s, t, P l ,  P2, r), the exclusive interior of t 
between images of s/p 1 and s/p~ under r is (t\\ri\\r~\\...\\rk)/r. 
EXAMPLE 6.2. Continuing Example 6.1 let r = 1, pt = 1, P2 = 1.1.1, then 
r 1 = 1.1.1, r 2 = 1.2.1, and I I(s,t, p l ,p2 , r  ) and EI(s,t, p l ,p2 , r )  are given in 
Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), respectively. 
.) 
0 a 
I I 
6 6 
2 
0 0 
FIGURE 7 
The function stateyield(s, t ,p x ,Pa,  r) takes the yield of the inclusive interior 
and then extracts the state from each production number in the string. Remember 
that K e is the number of productions of M, that [Kp] denotes the set {1 .... , Ke}, 
and that each node in a computation tree is an element of [Kp] x ]*. 
DEFINITION 6.2. Let ~r be the projection which maps pairs (k,p) in [Ke] • J* 
into the state on the left-hand side of the kth production of M. Extend ~r to a string 
homomorphism. 
DEFINITION 6.3. Let s e R, t e M(s), PI ,P2 e Ds,  Pl 4: P2, s /p ,< sip 1 < s, 
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and r ~ D t such that sourcetree(t / r )  = sip 1 . Then stateyield(s, t, P i  , P2 , r)  = 
~r(yield(II(s, t P l ,  Pz,  r))). 
EXAMPLE 6.3. Cont inuing Example 6.2, stateyield(s, t  P l ,  P~, r) = 0.0. 
DEFINITION 6.4. Let s e R, and t ~ M(s) .  t is homogeneous if for all P i ,  P2 ~ Ds,  
Pi :/= P2 , s/p.~ <s /p  i < s, and r l ,  r 2 ~ Dr ,  whenever 7r(top(t/rl)  = rr(top(t/rs)), and 
stateyield(s, t Pl , P2 , ri) = stateyield(s, t  P i  , P2 , rz), then El(s, t, pa ,  P2,  rl) = 
EI(s, t, p l ,  P2, r2). 
m 
LEMMA 6.3. For every s ~ R,  t ~ M(s), there is a t' ~ M(s )  such that y ieM(t ' )  = 
yield(t) and t' is homogeneous. 
Proof. Let Pi  ..... p~ be the (unique) path through s. The desired t' is the value 
of t at the terminat ion of the algorithm given in Fig. 8. Q.E.D. 
procedure homo(p 1 ..... p ,  , t); 
for i :=  2 unti l  n - -  1 do 
comment i is the distance between odes being considered; 
for j :=  lunt i ln - - i+ l  do 
comment make t uni form between p~ and Pa+i-1 ;
for every r I , rx. t ,..., tl. e , r 2 , r2. x ,..., r2. ~ ~ D t do 
if sourcetree(t /r l )  = sourcetree(t/r2) = s/p~ 
and rr( top( t/r i)  ) = rr( top( t/r2) ) 
and r i is strictly left of r 2 
and [ stateyield(s, t  Ps ,  PJ+i-i)[ = k 
and stateyield(s, t  p~, PJ+i-x, rl) = 
stateyield(s, t  Ps,  Pj+i-1, r2) 
and for every m := 1 unti l  k - -  1 
rl, m is strictly left of ri.m+ 1
and r2.m is strictly left of r~.m+i 
and for every fl :=  1 unti l  2 
for every m := 1 unti l  k 
sourcetree(t/re., ,  ) = s/pj+~ 
and tire, ~ < t/r 
then t :=  t~r~ , t / r l ) ( r2 .1,  t/r2a > "" (r2.k, t/r2,~> 
comment  homogeneous between pj and PJ+i-i ; 
comment  now homogeneous between any two nodes i nodes apart; 
comment  is homogeneous; 
end 
FIGURE 8 
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Applying the homogenization procedure to the tree of Fig. 3 yields the tree of 
Fig. 9, which is homogeneous but does not satisfy Baker's condition. 
o / ~o  o / ~o  
I I I I 
2 2 2 2 
/',,o / \  / \  / \  O 0 0 0 0 0 
I I I I I I I I 
0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 
I I I I I I I I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I I I / I I I I 
6 8 8 6 6 6 8 8 
I I I I I I I | 
a b b a a a b b 
FIOURE 9 
The proof of Baker's lemma shows that modulo some relabeling of nodes in the 
input tree, nodes which have no branching images can be deleted. This observation 
proves the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 6.4. For every x ~ yield(M(R)) there exist s E R and t ~ 3d(s), yield(t) = x, 
such that t is homogeneous and satisfies Baker's condition. 
EXAMPLE 6.4. The homogeneous computation tree of Fig. 10 has the same 
yield as those of Figs. 3 and 9 and satisfies Baker's condition. 
l~ 2 /~N2 2 / ~2 
a . , a 
FIGURE 10 
m 
Proof of Lemma 6.1. Let x~L,  Ix l  =2% Let t~M(s),  sER,  y ie ld( t )=x,  
and t be a homogeneous computation on s satisfying Baker's condition. Let K 4 = 
K~3+ZK3. We show height(s) ~< Kin. 
Define a sequence P0 ,..., Pn of nodes of s such that 
2~/Kb < SC(s, t, p~) ~ 2 i, for all 0 ~ i ~ n. 
Since all leaves of t are introduced by productions applying to the leaf of s, such 
a sequence always exists, although some of the pi may be identical. Therefore 
2/K b ~ SC(s, t, p~+x)/SC(s, t p~) ~ 2Ko, for all 0 < i ~ n --  1, 
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so that by Lemma 6.2, there exists a constant K 3 such that if u is any image of s/p~ 
in t then u contains at most K a images of s/p,+ 1 . Therefore since t is homogeneous, 
the number of nonequal inclusive interiors of t between images of s/p~ and s/pi+ 1 
is no greater than K o 9 K~3 = K~3+a. Thus the total length of the stateyield of 
these nonequal interiors is at most K~3+t .K  z = 1(4, so that he ight (s /p i ) -  
height(s/pi+l) ~ K 4 , by Baker's condition, and height(s) ~< K4n. Q.E.D. 
We will make further use of K 8 and the sequence P0 ..... p~ in Section 7. 
Proof of Lemma 6.2. Let Kb be the branching constant of M, and K0' = [log 2 Kb], 
and K 3 -- (2K~+a) K'~B, where B is the constant of the intercalation lemma for uniform 
computations. Let m be the maximum number of images of s/pa in t contained in 
any image of sip a . We show that m ~ K 3 . 
Consider the pair s~, t 1 such that t I E M(s l )  is the computation obtained by making 
t uniform in sip 2. ] yield(ta) ] = I yield(t)I, from Lemma 2.2, SC(sl, t l ,p l )  = 
SC(s, t, Pl), and SC(sl, t l ,  P2) = SC(s, t, p~). Now let t 2 ~ M(s2) be obtained from 
h and t 1 by making all possible excisions below P2 (i.e., arbitrarily make one excision 
after another, until no further excisions are possible), t 2 is still uniform in s=/p2 ,
from Lemma 3.6, and SC(s=, t2, P2) = SC(sx, t 1 , P2). Regardless of how the excisions 
are performed, I yield(t2) [ ~ Kb n SC(s~, t2, Pz) ~ 2K~ +a SC(s, t, pl). 
Let r be such that u = t2/r is an image of s=/pl in t 2 and SC(s=/p~, u, P2) = m. 
Again, let t a ~ M(sa) be obtained from s~ and t a by making t 2 uniform in s2/pl and 
performing all nonproductive xcisions below P l .  SC(sa, ta, Pl) = SC(s=, t2, Pl) = 
SC(s, t, pa), and [yield(ta)l = I yield(t2)]. Let j = height(sa/p~ ). Clearly m 
I yield(u)l = ] yield(ta/r)l <~ Kb j <~ 2rb'L 
Since in every sequence of more than B nodes of s 3 below Pl some node has a 
branching image in ta, any productive excision in ta below Pl needs to be followed 
by nonproductive xcision of at most 2B levels before the next productive excision 
can be made, again belowpl,  assuming any excision at all may be performed. Therefore 
r,-B+l 8C(s, t, Pl) SC(s, t, Pl) = SC(sa, ta, Pa) ~ ] yield(tz)12 j/~am ~ 2 .  --bml/(a~r~ "~"  
so that 
m ~ (2RoB+l) 3BKb' = K 3 , Q.E.D. 
7. L 1 e YIELD(D2) - -  YIELD(D1) 
Returning to L t (Definition 2.3), the strings of L(n, m) can be generated by two 
T -FST 's  as follows: the input tree is c'~da m+l. The first mapping duplicates its input 
on each c-symbol, and nondeterministically changes some a's to b's. The second 
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mapping is the identity on the balanced binary top part and applies productions 
of the form 
(q, (A)i) ~ a((q, xi) h(q, x,)) 
and (q, (h)0) ~ A for all )t e {a, b, d}. Thus the second mapping is deterministic, 
although the first one is not. A detailed construction may be found in [15]. 
To show that L i is not in yield(D1), we cannot show, as we did for L ~ that if 
L iE  yield(Di) then each string w EL 1 has a uniform computation. Let w EL(n, m), 
t be a computation tree for w, t~ and t~ subtrees of t with the same source and such 
that I yield(ti) [ < 2 ~-i. By Lemma 2.2, [ yield(t2) I = ] yield(ti) [ but we can show 
that yield(tz) = yield(t1) , so that t will be made uniform in sip provided that every 
image of sip has yield length less than 2 ~-1. 
The argument depends considerably on the structure of strings in L(m). 
D•FINITION 7.1. Let m ~ 1, and x = a i ... az,,_ x EL(m), where ai ~ {a, b, d}, 
for all 1 ~ i ~ T n -- 1. ai is a level-j symbol of x if 2 m-~ divides i but 2 ~-j+t does not. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let xeL(m) ,  re>l ,  yE{a,b ,d}* ,  and ]Yl = 2m-k, for some 
l ~k  ~m.  
1. All level-j symbols of x are equal. 
2. I f  there exist Y l ,  Y~ e {a, b, d}* such that x = YlYY~ then y contains at least 
one occurrence of a symbol of level j, for all m -- k + 1 ~ j <~ m. y also contains exactly 
one occurrence of a symbol of level j for 1 ~ j ~ k. 
3. There are at most 2 k-z strings x E L(m) such that y is a substring of x. 
Proof. 1. Immediate from Definitions 2.3 and 7.1. 
2. By inspection. 
3. Let f (m,  k) = max,: 1~I=2,,-~{1{ x: x EL(m), x = YiYY2 for some Yl, Y2}I}. We 
show that for all m ~ k, f (m,  k) = 2 ~-2, by induction on m. For m = k, f (k ,  k) 
is the number of strings of L(k) where the level-1 symbol and at most one other are 
specified. There are at most 2 k-z of these. Now assume that f (m -- 1, k) = 2 k-s, 
and show that f (m, k) = f (m -- 1, k). I f  x is any string in L(m), and y a substring 
of x of length T "-k, then either all the even position symbols of y are equal (and 
equal to the level-m symbol of x) or all the odd ones are, say, the latter. The remaining 
symbols of x can be determined in at most f (m- -1 ,  k) ways, so f (m,k )= 
f (m - -  1, k) = 2 k-~. Q.E.D. 
The following lemma guarantees uniformity in image trees which cover no more 
than one segment y EL(m). 
LEMMA 7.2. I f  L x = yield(M(R)), w eL(n, m), m >/ 1, n ~ 1, t E M(R), w = 
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yield(t), tl , t2 < t, source(t1) = source(tz), yield(ta) = wa , yield(t~) =- w2 , [ w~ [ < 
2 m-l, thenw 1 =w 2. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, [ w 1 [ = I w2 ]. Consider two cases. 
Case 1. wl occurs completely inside some y~L(m) .  Since ]w l ]= <2 "~-1, 
there is at least one occurrence of a symbol of each level 2,.., m which is not covered 
by w 1 (and d is the symbol of level 1). w t is therefore unique in its position, and so 
must equal w2 by the interchange principle. 
Case 2. w t = Ul~O 1 . Then w 2 : u2cvz, where I Ul ] : ] /12 1, ] V l ]  : ] V2 ] by the 
length argument, and u 1 = v 1 , u s = v 2 by Case 1. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7.3. L 1 (~ yield(D1). 
Proof. Assume L t= yield(M(R)), where by Corollary 5.4, R is a local subset 
of Tz ,  maxrank(l) = 1, M = ( l ,  A, Q, p, q0), M and R satisfy Baker's condition, 
and M introduces no leaves except on symbols of l o . There are 2 n different strings 
in L(n + 1). For each n ~ 1, let w, be a string in L(n, n q- 1) such that all possible 
y~ inL(n + 1) occur exactly once in wn. wn has length y ,+l .  
Let sn ~ R,  t .  ~ M(s . )  be homogeneous, wn = yield(tn). Let Po ,..-, P~+t be the 
sequence of nodes of s~ chosen as in Lemma 6.I such that 
2k/Kb < SC(s.,  t . ,pk)  ~ 2~Kb, 
for all 0 ~< k ~ 2n + 1. 5 Assume without loss of generality that pz.+l is the leaf ofsn.  
For each n, choose the least integer m such that all images of s./p,~ in t. have yield 
shorter than 2". By Lemma 7.2 this implies that all images of s./p~ with the same 
source have identical yields. Using the homogeneity of t~ and Lemma 6.2 we will show 
SC(s~, t~, p,,,) ~ 2 xe"+s, where K 6 < 2. (1) 
Let c i = SC(s~, t~,  p~,  qt), and gi be the yield length of a image of Sn/p,~ under qi 9 
Relying heavily on the structure of w , ,  we can show 
KQ KQ 
Z c / t  <~ 2 "+a Z c~/~" (2) 
i=1 i=1 
By construction of w~ we have 
KO 
Z ci6 = 22"+1, 
i=1 
5 Formally, each p~ should be relativized to n, Since we never need to deal with more than one 
p-sequence at once, no ambiguity occurs. 
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since the images of sn/p,~ cover w , ,  which has length 22~+L Thus, if we can show 
that z..i=~x~ cl/2i grows slower than 2 ~, we will have reached a contradiction. But, by 
Jensen's inequality (Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya [8]), 
1,:2 ci ~ KO ci 
i= l  "= 
= K~J~SC(s,, t , ,  p,,)~/~ 
K~/22 (g6"+3)/2, by (1) 
= (8Ko) 1/2 2 x~", where K 5 = K6/2 < 1. 
All that remains is to fill in some details. Let K 3 be the constant of Lemma 6.2. 
K 3 is an upper bound on the number of images of sn/Pk+l in any image of sn/Pk, 
for all 1 ~k~2n.K  S> 1. 
For all 0 ~ k ~ 2n -+- 1, let u k be any subtree of t~ with source s~/pe. Since 
Kb ~ K3, ] yield(u2~+l)l ~ /s  and by a simple induction 
g-2n+2-k 2K~'(2n+2--k), [ yield(u~)[ ~ "~a ~< 
whereK  3' =[ log2K3] , fo ra l l0  ~k~<2n+l .K  3' >0.  
Choose the least integer m (depending on n) such that ] yield(um)] < 2% i.e., 
n(2- -1 / /s  )+2 <m~<n(2- -1 /K3 '  )+3 =Ken+3,  
whereK  e=2-1 /g  3' <2.  Form,  
SC(s~, t~, Pro) ~< 2 '~ ~ 2 x~+3, 
which completes the proof of inequality (1). 
To  prove inequality (2), let zi be the yield of an image of s~/p~ under state q~, 
for all q~ in Q for which zi exists. I f  it does, it is unique, since d i = ] zi I < 2'~ 
(Lemma 7.2). Let ~i = 0 if zi does not exist. Let ci = SC(sn, t~, p,~, qr For each 
1 ~ i <~ K o such that zi exists, let mi be the integer such that 2"~ ~< t~i < 2 "~+1. 
Finally let wn = Yl " ' "  Y2n  , where yj E cL(n + 1), 1 ~ j ~ 2 ". We show, in two 
cases, that c~ ~ 22n+~/fi2. 
Case 1. z~ contains no occurrence of the symbol c. There are at most 2 ~-'~-1 
(different) y / s  which could contain zi as a substring, by Lemma 7.1, and zi could 
occur at most l Y5 I/~i <~ 2"+1/2 m' times in any y j .  Since the yj's are all different, 
ci ~ 2 . . . .  i+1 . 2,-m,-a ~ 22-+2/g~. 
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Case 2. zi contains (exactly) one occurrence of c, say zi -~ zi'cz". The number 
of possible occurrences of zt in wn is no greater than the number of possible occurrences 
of the longest of zi' and z~., say z(.  ] z i' [ /> 2 ~-1, so that by Lemma 7.1, ci 
2 " - " '  ~ 2~+a/Yi ~< 22n+~/fi2. 
Therefore, in either case, c / i  ~ 2'~+ac~/2, for all i such that zi exists, and 
K 0 KQ 
E c,[i < 2 n+l Z _a,2 r , 
i=I i=1 
which completes the proof of inequality (2), and of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
8. CONCLUSION 
Engelfriet [5] and Baker [1] have also discussed bottom-up finite-state tree 
transducers (B-FST), and Baker has shown that if U~ is the image of the local sets 
under the composition of n B -FST 's  then U. C D,~ _C U.+~ for all n ~> 0. L ~ is in 
yield(U2) so we have actually shown: 
THEOREM 8.1. yield(Da) ~ yield(U2). 
Using a proof similar in form to that for L ~ (but simpler in details) we can show 
that: 
THEOREM 8.2. L 3 e yield(D O -- yield(U1). 
Finally, Thatcher [18] noticed that L2e yield(U 0 --yield(Do) so that 
THEOREM 8.3. yield(Uo) = yield(Do) ~ yield(Ua) ~ yield(D 0 ~ yield(U2). 
We conjecture that the entire hierarchy is proper and propose the following 
examples: for all n ~ 0, let A .  = {an, b,,}. Let L1 D : {w c Ao*: ] w [ = 2 n, n ~ 0} 
n ={w 1 m~O,  w~A~+aLnD). Let Ln u and for all n ~ 1, let L~+ 1 -.-w~.: = 
(w#,~w: wcL.~ for all n ~ 0. 
CONJECTURE. Ln D ~ yield(D~) --  yield(Un), and Ln tr ~ yield(U,~+l ) --  yield(D,~), 
from which, of course, we get yield(U.) ~ yield(Dn) ~ yield(U.+ 0, for all n ~> 1. 
The only property of exponential languages we have used is that their strings 
have length given by a function f satisfying the unique decomposition property (UDP): 
for all 0 < n 1 < n 2 , 0 < m 1 < m 2 , i f f (n  0 +f (n2)  = f(ma) +f(m2)  then n 1 = ml,  
and n2 - m2. It is dear that f(n) = n does not satisfy UDP. Hardy and Wright [8] 
show that neither do n 2, n 3, and n 4, although little is known about n ~ for k ~ 5. 
Lemma 6.1 has the obvious generalization: 
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LEMMA 8.4. Let f have the unique decomposition property, and let L e yield(D1) 
be such that for all x ~ L there exists an n and ] x [ = f(n).  Then L can be generated 
by a T-FST  M and a local subset R of nonbranehing trees on some alphabet 2:. There 
exists a constant K such that every x in L of length f (n)  has a source tree s and 
height(s) ~ Kn. 
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